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How To Use The Most Advanced Manifestation Techniques To Reprogram Your Mind For Long

Lasting Love.You are only a few moments away from manifesting In the LOVE OF Your Life!

(doesn’t matter if it’s an ex, a specific person or someone brand new!)A few moments is all it

takes to start learning and practicing a new version of you that is waking up next to the love of

your life everyday.. in a beautiful and long lasting relationship.This workbook is designed for

you if you are someone who:- has a history or pattern of failed relationships in love.- is tired of

the hot and cold behavior and unfulfilling connections.- manifests in unrequited love and/or

short term relationships.- feels insecure in their love life.- may be crushing it in all areas of their

life EXCEPT for their LOVE LIFE.- is tired of feeling not good enough, not loved, not chosen or

wanted when it comes to love.- is tired of manifesting in emotionally unavailable people that are

non-committal.If you are done with feeling rejected, lonely, and manifesting crappy

relationships, then look no further.In this workbook you will learn how to:- reprogram your mind

with the most advanced manifestation techniques known.- reprogram your mind with how you

see yourself when it comes to you in your love life (known as Self Concept- which is the GAME

CHANGER to manifesting fulfilling love).- manifest a secure and confident version of you so

you can manifest the love of your dreams.- work through any limiting beliefs that are keeping

you from feeling AMAZING & IRRESISTIBLE in your love life!- empower yourself to be the best

version of YOU.. a radiating goddess who knows her worth and value!- manifest a loving,

desirable romance!- dive in deep to know how to work through any triggers in your relationship

or when dating so you can sustain the relationship and manifest in a long-term, satisfying

romance.- use the power of your mind to manifest in and KEEP exactly what you want in love.I

am going to share with you how to do all of this by teaching you the MOST ADVANCED

MANIFESTATION CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUES (self concept, your thoughts create your

reality, the power of your mind and imagination, Law of Assumption and Everyone Is You

Pushed Out).The KEY to manifesting KEEPING what you want in love is to change your self

concept and the narrative of who you are by BEING the version of YOU that is already in the

BEST relationship of your life!This workbook will gently walk you through these POWERFUL

manifesting concepts and techniques so that you can immediately start to be this new version

of you!These techniques and concepts I cover (in great detail) in this workbook have helped

not only myself personally, but THOUSANDS of my coaching clients that have implemented

these MOST ADVANCED MANIFESTING TECHNIQUES and went from feeling insecure and

not chosen to stepping into their power and feeling like a confident goddess who is able to

manifest in the love life of their dreams!If I can do it, and they can do it.. so CAN YOU!In this

workbook, you won’t find me talking about a vibration or frequency.In fact, I have demystified

and made manifesting super simple.Manifesting in a more secure and confident version of you

that wins in love using these powerful advanced techniques has never been more simple.Kim

Velez is a Conscious Life and Success Coach, and was a mental health therapist for 10 years

prior to starting her coaching business. She has helped thousands manifest love that lasts and

get their exes back for good. Get access to this exclusive workbook to help you have a clear

understanding of just how powerful you and your mind are!



ContentsDEDICATIONHealing your HeartEveryone is you Pushed OutRoad to Releasing

ResistanceThoughts and feelings when manifesting your Self Concept in LoveBecoming the

new you.30 DayConnect with the AuthorThis Book Belongs to:DEDICATIONI dedicate this

workbook to Neville Goddard and my Specific Person.My gratitude goes to Neville Goddard for

opening my eyes to the concepts of Everyone Is You Pushed Out and Law of Assumption.My

gratitude goes to my specific person for being my mirror and reflecting to me my shitty self

concept so that I could transform myself and subsequently my love life!R E C R E A T I N G Y

O U RSelf ConceptI N L O V Ewith Kim VelezMost if not all of us have lived falsely believing

that somehow we are broken, not valued, not cherished, and not loveable. Somehow we have

been told that we have ZERO control over how people see us and how people show up for us

in our life.We have been completely misled and as a result, we continue to manifest the SAME

types of relationships that either keep us stuck in toxic cycles or in unfulfilling connections.It

can be and feel so disheartening and disempowering to continuously manifest versions of

relationships that cause hot and cold behaviors and painful heartbreaks.All of these

experiences just keep reinforcing self limiting beliefs that aren’t true… but they feel so true and

they feel even more real when they smack you in your 3D (current reality) face.I have seen two

main experiences that impact your relationships.You either were raised that love is hard, that

people always leave, that love isn’t real or you aren’t good enough to be fully loved.OR you

manifested a shitty relationship in your early adult life which left a bad taste in your mouth and

since then- you have assumed the worst outcomes for yourself in love.Either way, since we

have met….. You are NOW READY to create a new self concept that will allow you to FINALLY

experience a beautiful love story with the person of your choice!Look, I completely get you! I

too have had this as my own personal journey which is why I have felt so compelled to help

EVERYONE I can to learn the truth with me!And let me assure you, that at this point in my life,

I have helped THOUSANDS of beautiful souls rise up to their true GODDESS selves and fall

madly in love with how fucking incredible they are and manifest a beautiful love connection!So

you can too!!!I started my self concept journey because I was sick and tired of always feeling

and thinking I was not good enough and feeling insecure with men I was romantically

interested in. I was done with my old story and my old self concept that kept manifesting shitty

outcomes in my love life.I manifested “broken men” into my life that were super successful to

the world’s eye,but underneath it all they were insecure versions of men that had mother

wounds that weren’t healed.I never felt good enough.I felt like I was always asking for

reassurance, affection, or their love. But when I would manifest their love for me into my reality,

I was overwhelmed by them actually giving me what I wanted and I didn’t know how to accept

their love.I had become so emotionally unavailable with men. The truth is, I had no idea being

emotionally unavailable was a defense mechanism I had to “protect” myself from ever fully

attaching to someone in order to not be that hurt when they inevitably left.This was my

subconscious programming that drove all my beliefs, actions and choices that ALWAYS

sabotaged the love I wanted.I had deep childhood wounds from an unstable upbringing and

being in foster care. I never felt loved and cherished as a child and I continued in my life and

relationships with that pattern until I started to look at my self concept and how the men in my

life triggered that old programming.I worked on my self concept and healed some deep

childhood wounds (thanks to my current Specific Person) mirroring them back to me.So, I

DEFINITELY have an understanding of how you feel or have felt and this is why I feel called to

help you!You and I met for a reason!!!My goal with this book is to help you start to develop and



manifest a new self concept in love and to start taking back your power by YOU deciding WHO

THE FUCK YOU ARE!You can use this book to help you understand as a conscious creator

that you can create and experience a magnificent beautiful relationship… I promise!You will

learn how to work through your triggers and old programing that have kept you stuck in a never

ending shitty cycle of heartache and emotional torment.Reading this book will help you start

the process to release your old self concept in love and start to connect mentally and

emotionally with the new self concept.You know the one that says you are an AMAZING

GODDESS WHO WINS IN LOVE!!The really cool thing is that this is going to be the start of a

beautiful journey where you are the LOVE OF YOUR LIFE! This is the first step towards a life

and reality where you start to cherish and value the emerging version of yourself. And as a

result,you start to create a world that will reflect back to you your new incredible, next level self

concept.This new version of you isn’t far away.. She isn’t outside of you, she isn't hiding under

a rock, she isn’t in another country.She IS YOU!!!!! She is in you - right here and right now!By

choosing this self concept- You are just removing all of the old beliefs, thoughts and

programming that has you fooled into thinking differently about yourself.You are unlearning a

faulty narrative that was not even your narrative to begin with (ie.old programming!)As a child

from birth to about 7 years old- we do not have an analytical part of the mind developed. This

analytical part of our mind is the part of the brain where we are able to rationalize and decide

for ourselves if we will accept something as a belief or not.The dominant mind at that age

range is the subconscious mind and that mind is like a sponge soaking up all things

external.Without the filter of the analytical mind, your brain at that time was continuously being

programmed by the people around you and your external experiences.It wasn't able to decide if

it would accept or reject programming from outside sources.Here is an example: My

experience as a child with a pretty much absent alcoholic father and a lot of instability I

experienced by my mother and her choices.I developed a belief that I don’t matter, I’m rejected

and people don’t want me. I also developed a hyper independence of only relying on myself

which actually worked out well for me in certain areas of my life but - not so much in my love

life.So as a child witnessing an abusive father who was not consistent and not attaching to my

mother in a nurturing way I developed limiting beliefs about myself based on my parents

actions and behaviors.Even though I am sure my parents loved me, because of their actions

and choices with me, I interpreted as a small child that they didn’t.Now this isn’t to bash them

because at the end of the day, they had their own issues to deal with and did the best they

could, but their parenting did influence my programming as a child.So then I grow up with this

programmed in me (and we aren’t aware in adulthood typically that we have these limiting

beliefs instilled in us) and manifest repeated experiences that were the abandonment theme

and rejection theme in my love life.When someone constantly experiences a pattern in their 3D

reality (physical reality) it only reinforces the belief system it is mirroring.This programming

caused me to manifest the same outcomes in my love life over and over again. This is because

I had no awareness that people are our mirrors merely reflecting back to us our thoughts and

beliefs.When we talk about people mirroring back to you - this simply means YOUR dominant

internal processing of who you are in relation to them and who they are when it comes to you

and in your love life. The concept of everyone is you pushed out can be described as this 3D

law.What is 3D reality?3D reality is the current physical reality you experience with your five

senses. The 4D reality is the reality you create and imagine in your mind. Your internal beliefs

of what you think about yourself in love are your 4D reality which will always manifest in your

3D physical reality.This is why we can change partners but continue to experience the same

relationship over and over again.Even if you feel like you may have had an okay childhood- you



can still develop limiting beliefs about yourself and relationships because of the programming

that happened through different experiences.Here are some different examples that can instill

limiting beliefs... Both parents were present but worked a lot. Maybe you were left with a

babysitter or family member more than you were with your parents. Non affectionate parents.

Parents that are critical and always made you feel that your best was/is never good enough.

Sibling rivalry or jealousy when another sibling is born. Parents who treated each other

poorly. Parents who were emotionally unavailable. Parents who didn’t check in with you and

kind of just went through the motions of day to day life. If you didn't feel supported, seen or

heardThis is just to name a few ways you may have developed a poor self concept when it

comes to yourself in love.Our parents are our first teachers of love. They are our first and

primary influences on how we see ourselves because as kids we base our worth and value off

of how they interact with us.They are our mirrors or feedback that we rely on to understand

who we are and if we are loveable and/or good enough - or not.As small children we don’t have

the analytical ability to take over the subconscious mind and help us decide if we are loveable

or not- we solely take that feedback from the people who are primarily around us.We are

dependent on how they treat us, view us, and love us.We are dependent on them showing us

how to be kind to ourselves, value ourselves, and show up for ourselves.This is how the

foundation of self concept is embedded in our mind- from the early years of our life.I intend for

you to get out of this workbook, any of my free content, my online courses or any of my live

events; is that you start to undo the programming and triggers that are keeping you from

experiencing a dope ass relationship.It’s time to say goodbye to the F*ck boys and the F*ck

girls and hello to deep and emotionally fulfilling connections!And you start to do this by

learning how to control your thoughts and choosing the beliefs you want to have about yourself

so that you can manifest a new experience in love for yourself.That is literally all you are

doing... You are replacing old beliefs/thoughts/assumptions with new ones.Ones that align with

the end result you want in your love.YOU ARE GOOD ENOUGH!YOU ARE LOVED! YOU ARE

CHOSEN!YOU ARE DESERVING EVERYTHING YOU WANT AND MORE!!!Next time you

look at yourself in the mirror, I want you to look at this BEAUTIFUL STRONG LOVED

GODDESS (YOU) and say hi to her, and tell her you are happy connecting to her and that she

is NOW here to stay!!I promise you that working on your self concept in your love life will reap

HUGE and MASSIVE REWARDS!It completely transformed me and while it was a journey over

the course of a year (for me personally) it was the BEST thing I could have done for myself.I

went from 40 plus years of feeling unworthy and rejected and manifesting any man I was

interested to eventually NOT choosing me to manifesting a beautiful connection with the man I

desired.I made the decision for myself in 2020 that this will NEVER be the case for me again

and I made a strong commitment to myself that I will transform my self concept programming

so that I will have no choice BUT to get the love I want.And at the time of this publication

(which is 2021) my specific person has conformed and my connection with him has shifted into

something way deeper than ever before- he recently told me he loves me.And I have dated this

man on and off for over 2.5 years and created so much rejection and 3rd parties and

arguments and so much yucky stuff until one day it all finally clicked and that's when I had a

massive break through with him and we have never been the same since (and that is in a good

way!)Now obviously this is not the final stop of my journey with myself and this beautiful man

who is only mirroring and reflecting my inner world (my new beliefs) - but this is the beginning

of an unfolding of the greatest fucking relationship of my life and I will not allow anything in my

mind to stop this from manifesting into the 3D (physical reality).So I promise you - if it can

happen for me- it can happen for you!I don't know at the time of when you buy this book what



part of my relationship with him you will catch us at - so definitely check out my live programs

because I will be updating along the way!I want to highlight something here- it only took a year

of me reprogramming myself to become this new version of myself who dominantly knows her

worth and value. I no longer allow the 3D (current reality) to control my inner beliefs/inner

world.I have such peace and security in the power of my mind because of all this, and I want to

share it with the WORLD.Trust me when I tell you that I have been faced in person with a 3rd

party and I still did not let that shake me. This is how you know your new beliefs are stronger

than a circumstance you manifested.Doubt and fear no longer run the show in my mind and I

have this beautiful understanding that my thoughts create. I know I don’t need to worry

because it is all happening for my benefit.All of that happened in a year's time. The woman I

was before reprogramming my self concept was riddled with deep childhood wounds,

insecurity, always feeling not good enough and consistently feeling rejected in love.I was

emotionally guarded and I would dominantly seek any evidence in my mind that supported the

story of me not getting what I wanted.Let me ask you…..How different can you be in a year's

time? What if you are in the relationship of your dreams?What if you no longer suffer from

insecurities, doubt and fears?Would this be worth the investment of reprogramming your self

concept? What if it happens sooner for you? What if you have this transformation in 3 months

or 6 months? It may not take you the same amount of time as it did for me.One thing I will say

about time, is that I personally didn’t give a fuck how long it took me to get to the other side

BECAUSE at the end of the day, it was always about me unlearning beliefs and thoughts that

only created a shitty reality in my love life.Now I only think and operate from the place of love,

security, trust and I have a strong KNOWING that what I want is mine.I no longer think and

assume the worst case scenario - in fact now my mind naturally assumes and focuses on all

the evidence that supports my self concept of being loved, cherished, chosen and wanted-

EVEN when the 3D reality was showing me the opposite.It is reflecting regularly now with my

specific person- the man I dedicated this book to. The version of him now is one I never

experienced before.He is more loving, so sweet, so warm and consistent and we have the

most deep, and beautiful conversations about ourselves and our connection.The way I got here

is what I am going to share with you in this book.In fact, I share it in all of my work- free and

paid content.I will say this though- you need to understand that there is no one to change but

yourself. This process is about internal transformation and breaking old mental and emotional

habits.You will have times where you are feeling like shit and you will want to give up.You will

have times where it feels like nothing is changing in you… where you are checking your 3D to

see if people are reflecting to you your new thinking and they aren’t… I know the feeling of

wanting to give the fuck up from frustration.But I am going to tell you this one thing- Don’t you

FUCKING dare give up on you!This is how you manifest the good kind of love that feels

amazing. The kind of love that feeds your soul and heart. The kind of relationship where

passion, love, and deep desire flows so easily.This is how you are able to manifest better

versions of people in your life, this is how you are going to be able to sustain the relationship

you want!! No more relationships where they come in hot and heavy and disappear. This time

they are staying hot and heavy!You are the only one who can create this change within and

replace your old belief system. That way, one day you wake up and you are the person who

feels so special, who is confident and feels loved and just knows deep within her that she has

got this in the bag!Remember, if I gave up on myself then I wouldn't be the version of myself

within one year that has finally mastered her self concept and manifested a beautiful

connection I always dreamed of and with my special person.I will say that because people are

reflecting to us our thoughts and beliefs, you will have some bumpy patches when you are



interacting with a love interest.They will have no choice but to show you what is dominant in

your thinking and that is okay!It’s okay because this is the only way to know what the fuck is

programmed in your subconscious and you will learn to be thankful for the information so you

can continue to reprogram your mind to win in love!It's part of the process.If you stick it the fuck

out and don’t give up on yourself and implement what I share with you inside of this workbook

everyday, especially when triggered, your reality will eventually conform and show you exactly

everything you have ever wanted in love-consistently!I know because of what I have

experienced and currently am experiencing, PLUS I get daily feedback from HUNDREDS of

people that follow my teachings that confirm it as well! I can not wait to hear your success

stories. Now, let’s get into it!Sending You So Much Love,Kim VelezIntention Setting
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Lede Brittany Allen, “Amazing self help book. Kim has a fantastic way of breaking down these

concepts so it is so easy to understand and apply in your life. This book totally reflects that.”

Natalie, “Bit Redundant - Needs proofreading. I greatly appreciate anyone’s effort to help

people in anyway. I would say this book is definitely more of a beginners level to manifesting

and self-concept. I wouldn’t say it’s for advanced spiritual people but I really appreciate her

efforts. There are definitely some grammatical mistakes so I don’t think it was professionally

proofread. Again, if you’re seeking out this book to help you in your journey I would suggest it if

you are just starting out. Only sending positive vibes to Kim.”

BB, “THANK YOU KIM. I really enjoyed this book. It reads just like her videos and I felt like she

was right here in the room with me encouraging me forward. Thank you Kim. I am worthy of all

my desires. I am going to keep reading your words until they are a part of me, because I am

first best and I deserve to believe it too.”

kathleen urrusuno, “Love this book. Truthful, raw, and encouraging just like the author. Ms.

Valez has a lot of knowledge in how our minds work and gives a step by step process on how

to be successful in manifestation. Well worth the read.”
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Lindsey, “Amazing!!!. I absolutely love this book! Truly teaches youhow to master you’re self-

concept! Worth the investment in yourself. Just beautiful”

nontradstudent, “Importance of Self Concept. I watch Kim on YouTube and this book gives a

step-by-step approach to reprogramming your thoughts in self concept. Love it!!”

Sylwia, “Simply amazing. I've started watching Kim's coaching videos on YouTube some time

ago and that have been a game changer for me in my way of thinking. This book is the pure

essence of everything she teaches in her videos. Finished it in one day!”

danben, “Love this work book!. I am only on p32 and it’s like Kim is sitting next to me talking

directly to me and she has known me my whole life. So happy she created this book! X”

Mvp, “A great help to manifestation but also to learn about yourself. Kim wrote an amazing

book that really explains self concept and manifesting in an easy and "modern" way. Her way of

writing makes it feel like she's talking to you right this moment, hyping you up but also being

understanding and supporting that it's not easy getting rid of all the BS you had programmed

into you your whole life. It's a great book with amazing advice. I'm absolutely sure with this

book, Kim's other content and my determination to change my self concept, I am going to be

that person that gets everything he wants whether that's a SP or something else. Thank you

Kim!”

Carolyn Ritchie, “Love love love !. I've been following Kim for some time so I was very excited

to get her book. I love her mater of fact way of speaking (I too have a potty mouth so if you're

offended by a few swear words don't bother). Kim makes manifesting easy to understand, with

great exercises along the way. She's an amazing coach and I'll forever be a subscriber to her

channel. 'd”

Sarah Pronio, “Kim is amazing and law of assumption is no joke. Kim’s TikToks have been very

helpful for me, so I decided to give her workbook a shot. Two chapters in and I was almost in

tears! Great for anyone who’s struggling with improving their self concept and addressing what

needs to change. Can’t wait to continue with this workbook!”

The book by Suzanne Ward has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 136 people have provided feedback.
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